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Abstract
Kestenband [Unital intersections in ﬁnite projective planes, Geom.Dedicata 11(1) (1981) 107–117;Degenerate unital intersections
in ﬁnite projective planes, Geom. Dedicata 13(1) (1982) 101–106] determines the structure of the intersection of two Hermitian
curves of PG(2, q2), degenerate or not. In this paper we give a new proof of Kestenband’s results. Giuzzi [Hermitian varieties over
ﬁnite ﬁeld, Ph.D. Thesis, University of Sussex, 2001] determines the structure of the intersection of two non-degenerate Hermitian
surfacesH andH′ of PG(3, q2) when the Hermitian pencil deﬁned byH andH′ contains at least one degenerate Hermitian surface.
We give a new proof of Giuzzi’s results and we obtain some new results in the open case when all the Hermitian surfaces of the
Hermitian pencil are non-degenerate.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A Hermitian variety of the Desarguesian projective space PG(n, q2) of order q2 is the set of the absolute points of a
unitary polarity. A Hermitian variety is called degenerate if the corresponding unitary polarity is degenerate, otherwise
it is called non-degenerate. A Hermitian variety of the projective plane PG(2, q2) will be called a Hermitian curve and
a Hermitian variety of the projective space PG(3, q2) will be called a Hermitian surface.
A point P on a Hermitian varietyH is singular if any line through P intersectsH just in P or it is contained inH.
The vertex of H is the set of all singular points of H, it is a projective subspace of PG(n, q2) and it is denoted by
V (H). The rank ofH is the number r(H) = n − dim V (H).
LetH1 andH2 be two distinct Hermitian varieties of PG(n, q2) represented, respectively, by f1 = 0 and f2 = 0,
with f1 and f2 homogeneous polynomials of degree q + 1 in the n + 1 variables x1, x2, . . . , xn+1. The Hermitian
pencil deﬁned byH1 andH2 is the set of all Hermitian varieties with equation 1f1 + 2f2 = 0, 1, 2 ∈ GF(q).
The setB=H1 ∩H2 is called the basis of the pencil. The rank of a Hermitian pencilF is the minimum rank of the
Hermitian varieties ofF and it is denoted by r(F).
A Baer subspace is an n-dimensional subspace of order q in PG(n, q2).
Let H and K be, respectively, an h-dimensional subspace and an (h + 2)-dimensional subspace of PG(n, q2), with
0hn−2. A pencil of (h+1)-dimensional subspaces of PG(n, q2)with axisH is the set of all the (h+1)-dimensional
subspaces of PG(n, q2) containing H and contained in K. Observe that the q2+1 elements of a pencil with axis H can be
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obtained joining H with the points of a line  skew with H and contained in K. A Baer subpencil of (h+1)-dimensional
subspaces with axis H is the set of q + 1 (h + 1)-dimensional subspaces joining H with the points of a Baer subline of
. Notice that a Hermitian curve of rank 2 is a Baer subpencil of lines of PG(2, q2) and a Hermitian curve of rank 1
is a line repeated q + 1 times. A Hermitian surface of PG(3, q2) with rank 3 is a cone with vertex a point projecting
a non-degenerate Hermitian curve, a Hermitian surface of rank 2 is a Baer subpencil of planes, a Hermitian surface of
rank 1 is a plane repeated q + 1 times.
A non-degenerate Hermitian curve H of PG(2, q2) has q3 + 1 points; every line meets H in a Baer subline or
exactly in one point. Through each point ofH there is exactly one tangent line and through each point not onH there
are exactly q + 1 tangent lines, that form a Baer subpencil. Recall that in the André, Bruck–Bose representation of
PG(2, q2) in PG(4, q) the curveH can be represented as a parabolic quadric Q(4, q). (See [3,5,6]).
A non-degenerate Hermitian surface H of PG(3, q2) has (q2 + 1)(q3 + 1) points, every line intersects H in 1,
q + 1 or q2 + 1 points. The (q + 1)-secant lines intersectH in a Baer subline. Every plane intersectsH either in a
non-degenerate Hermitian curve or in a Baer subpencil. More details on Hermitian varieties can be found in [14].
2. Intersection of two Hermitian curves
LetH andH′ be two distinct non-degenerate Hermitian curves in PG(2, q2). In [15], Kestenband shows that the
size of the intersection ofH andH′ is one of the following: 1, q + 1, q2 − q + 1, q2 + 1, q2 + q + 1 or (q + 1)2.
Moreover, he completely determines the structure of such intersection in the following cases.
(1) |H ∩H′| = 1. In this case the intersection is a point.
(2) |H ∩H′| = q + 1. The intersection is a Baer subline.
(3) |H ∩H′| = q2 − q + 1. The intersection is an arc.
Boros and Szo˝nyi [4] and Fisher et al. [11] have independently shown that the (q2−q+1)-arcs of case (3) are complete.
Also Kestenband in [17] shows that these arcs are complete by constructing them as the set of self-conjugate points of
a certain correlation. In the remaining cases Kestenband in [15] obtains the following results.
(4) |H ∩H′| = q2 + 1. There are two possible cases forH ∩H′.
(4.a)H ∩H′ is the union of q − 1 Baer sublines contained in lines through a common point C not onH ∪H′
and two other points A and B.
(4.b)H ∩H′ is the union of q Baer sublines contained in lines through a common point C onH ∩H′.
(5) |H ∩H′| = q2 + q + 1. In this caseH ∩H′ is the intersection of the lines of two Baer subpencils P and P′
with vertices two points A and B with A inH ∩H′ and B /∈H ∪H′ such that the line AB is in P but not in P′.
(6) |H ∩H′| = (q + 1)2. In this caseH ∩H′ is the intersection of the lines of two Baer subpencilsP andP′ with
vertices two points A and B both not onH ∪H′ such that the line AB is neither in P nor in P′.
In [12], Giuzzi proved that any two Hermitian intersection in the same Kestenband’s class are projectively equivalent.
Kestenband in [16] determined also the structure of the intersection of two degenerate Hermitian curves of PG(2, q2).
In this paper we give a new proof of Kestenband’s results.
LetPA andPB be the pencils of lines with vertices two distinct pointsA and B in PG(2, q2). Let F be the involutory
automorphism of GF(q2) given by x ∈ GF(q2) → xq ∈ GF(q2) and let be an F -collineation betweenPA andPB .
If  does not map the line AB onto the line BA, then the set of points of intersections of corresponding lines under  is
called aCF -set (see [7]). Ifmaps the line AB onto the line BA, then the set of points of intersections of corresponding
lines under  is called a degenerate CF -set (see [8]).
EveryCF -set has q2+1 points, it is of type (0, 1, 2, q+1) with respect to lines of PG(2, q2) and every (q+1)-secant
line intersects such a set in a Baer subline. The (q + 1)-secant lines number q − 1 and all contain a common point C
not on the CF -set. Those lines, together with the lines CA and CB, form a Baer subpencil.
Every degenerate CF -set has 2q2 + 1 points, it is of type (1, 2, q + 1, q2 + 1) with respect to lines of PG(2, q2)
and every (q + 1)-secant line intersects such a set in a Baer subline. Moreover every degenerate CF -set is the union of
the line AB and a Baer subplane meeting the line AB in a Baer subline. The points A and B are called the vertices of a
CF -set (degenerate or not).
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LetP andP′ be two Baer subpencils of PG(2, q2) with vertices V and V ′, respectively, and letC be the set of points
of intersection between the lines ofP and the lines ofP′. If the line VV ′ belongs toP and not toP′, then C is called
a K-set. If the line VV ′ belongs neither toP nor toP′, then C is called a H-set. Every K-set C has q2 + q + 1 points,
it is of type (0, 1, 2, q + 1) with respect to lines of PG(2, q2) and every (q + 1)-secant line intersects C in a Baer
subline. Every H-set C has (q + 1)2 points, it is of type (0, 1, 2, q + 1) with respect to lines of PG(2, q2) and every
(q + 1)-secant line intersects C in a Baer subline.
Finally, letH be a non-degenerate Hermitian curve and let P be a Baer subpencil with vertex V onH containing
the tangent line toH at V. A -set C is the set of points of intersection betweenH and the lines of P. It has q2 + 1
points, it is of type (0, 1, 2, q + 1) with respect to lines of PG(2, q2) and every (q + 1)-secant line intersects C in a
Baer subline. We start with the following result that will be useful for the sequel.
Lemma 2.1. Let F be a Hermitian pencil of rank at least 2, with base B. Then in F there are exactly 0, 1, 2 or 3
Hermitian curves of rank 2 according with |B| is q2 − q + 1, q2 + 1, q2 + q + 1 or (q + 1)2.
Proof. Denote by x the number of Hermitian curves of rank 2 inF, hence q + 1 − x is the number of non-degenerate
Hermitian curves inF. Since the Hermitian curves ofF cover the plane, it follows that
q4 + q2 + 1 = x(q3 + q2 + 1 − |B|) + (q + 1 − x)(q3 + 1 − |B|) + |B|.
This equation gives x = (|B| − 1)/q − q + 1, hence the assertion follows. 
We now prove the following result.
Theorem 2.2. Let H and H′ be two distinct Hermitian curves of PG(2, q2) and let F be the Hermitian pencil
containingH andH′. Then for the intersection B=H ∩H′ one of the following cases occurs.
(1) If r(F) = 1, then one of the following cases occurs.
(1.a) |B| = 1 and B is a point.
(1.b) |B| = q + 1 and B is a Baer subline.
(1.c) |B| = q2 + 1 and B is a line.
(2) If r(F) = 2, then one of the following cases occurs.
(2.a) |B| = q2 + 1 and B is a CF -set.
(2.b) |B| = q2 + 1 and B is a -set.
(2.c) |B| = q2 + q + 1 and B is a K-set.
(2.d) |B| = (q + 1)2 and B is a H-set.
(2.e) |B| = 2q2 + 1 and B is a degenerate CF -set.
(2.f) |B| = 2q2 + 1 and B is a pair of distinct lines.
(3) If r(F) = 3, then |B| = q2 − q + 1 and B is a complete arc.
Proof. LetF be the Hermitian pencil containingH andH′. We distinguish three cases according with r(F) is 1, 2
or 3.
Case 1: r(F) = 1.
In this case one of the Hermitian curves of the pencil is a line, say , repeated q+1 times. If there is another Hermitian
curve of rank 1 inF, thenB is a point. If there is a Hermitian curve of rank 2 inF, thenB is either a point or a Baer
subline or a line. If there is a Hermitian curve of rank 3 inF, then B is either a point or a Baer subline.
Case 2: r(F) = 2.
In this case there are no Hermitian curves of rank 1 inF but there is at least a Hermitian curve of rank 2 inF, that
is a Baer subpencil P with vertex V. Suppose that there is another Hermitian curve P′ of rank 2 inF with vertex V ′.
First, assume that V = V ′. Then B is either a line or a pair of distinct lines. Observe that, in this case B cannot be a
point otherwise the curves ofF would not cover the plane. Next, suppose that V = V ′. If P and P′ have a common
line, then B is a degenerate CF -set with vertices V and V ′ (see [8]), otherwise if the line VV ′ is in P but not in P′,
then B is a K-set (see [7]), if the line VV ′ is neither in P nor in P′, then B is a H-set (see [7]).
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Finally, if there is a non-degenerate Hermitian curve inF, sayH, and V is not onH, then B is either a H-set or a
K-set or a CF -set (see [7]). If V is onH, then we distinguish two cases. First, suppose that all the lines ofP are secant
lines toH. In this case |B| = q2 + q + 1, hence from Lemma 2.1 there are two Hermitian curves of rank 2 inF and
from the previous argument B is a K-set. Second, assume that one of the lines of P is tangent at V toH. Then in this
case B is a -set.
Case 3: r(F) = 3.
In this caseF contains only non-degenerate Hermitian curves, hence from Lemma 2.1 it follows that hence |B| =
q2 − q + 1. We will now prove that B is an arc. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that B contains three collinear
points and let  be the line containing those points. The line  intersects B in a Baer subline 0. Consider the André,
Bruck and Bose representation of PG(2, q2) into PG(4, q) assuming  as the line at inﬁnity. Then H and H′ are
represented by two non-degenerate quadrics Q and Q′ of PG(4, q) and the Baer subline 0 is represented by a regulus
R contained in the hyperplane at inﬁnity ∞ of PG(4, q). Let Q+3 the three-dimensional hyperbolic quadric containing
R. The intersection of Q and Q′ is the representation of B into PG(4, q). Since Q ∩ Q′ contains Q+3 , it follows that
Q ∩ Q′ is the union of Q+3 and another three-dimensional quadric contained in a hyperplane  different from ∞. The
hyperplane  is the representation in PG(4, q) of a Baer subpencil of lines of PG(2, q2) (see [7]) sayP. It follows that
B is contained in the Baer subpencil P which is a degenerate Hermitian curve ofF. This is a contradiction. 
3. Intersection of two Hermitian surfaces
Let H and H′ be two distinct non-degenerate Hermitian surfaces of PG(3, q2), let F be the Hermitian pencil
containingH andH′ and let B =H ∩H′ be the basis of the pencil. IfH andH′ are non-degenerate Hermitian
surfaces, then in [13] Giuzzi obtains that the size of B is one of the following:
q3 + 1, q3 + q2 + 1, (q2 − 1)2, q4 − q2 + 1, q4 + 1, q4 + q2 + 1, (q2 + 1)2,
q4 + q3 − q2 + 1, q4 + q3 + 1, q4 + q3 + q2 + 1, q4 + 2q3 + 1.
If the Hermitian pencilF contains at least one degenerate Hermitian surface, then he obtains a geometric description
of all possible Hermitian intersection. In this paper we give a new proof of Giuzzi’s results and we obtain some new
results in the open case when all the Hermitian surfaces ofF are non-degenerate. We ﬁrst assume that inF there is
at least one degenerate Hermitian surface.
(1) r(F)= 1. In this case one of the Hermitian surfaces ofF is a plane  repeated q + 1 times. If  is a tangent plane
toH, then B=  ∩H is a Baer subpencil of lines (see case (1.a)). If  is a secant plane toH, then B=  ∩H
is a non-degenerate Hermitian curve (see case (1.b))
(2) r(F) = 2. In this case one of the Hermitian surfaces ofF is a Baer subpencil of planes P with axis a line . We
distinguish three cases.
(i) | ∩H| = 1. In this case let P =  ∩H. If one of the planes of P is tangent to H at P, then it intersects
H in a Baer subpencil of lines through P. Each of the remaining planes of P intersectsH in a non-degenerate
Hermitian curve containing P (see (2.a)). If all the planes ofP are secant planes toH, thenB is the union of q +1
non-degenerate Hermitian curves through P (see (2.b)).
(ii)  ∩H is a Baer subline 0. If every plane of P is a tangent plane toH, then each of them intersectsH in a
Baer subpencil of lines with vertex a point not on  projecting 0. The q + 1 vertices are on the polar line of  with
respect to the polarity associated toH (see (2.c)).
If P contains exactly two tangent planes toH, then B is the union of two Baer subpencil of lines with vertices
not on  projecting 0 with q − 1 non-degenerate Hermitian curves containing 0 (see (2.d)).
If P contains exactly one tangent plane toH, then B is the union of a Baer subpencil of lines with vertex not on
 projecting 0 with q non-degenerate Hermitian curves containing 0 (see (2.e)).
If all the planes of P are secant planes to H, then B is the union of q + 1 non-degenerate Hermitian curves
containing 0 (see (2.f)).
(iii)  ⊂H. In this case every plane ofP is a tangent planes toH at a point on . HenceB is the union of q + 1
Baer subpencils of lines with vertices on  and containing  (see (2.g)).
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(3) r(F) = 3. In this case one of the Hermitian surfaces ofF is a Hermitian cone  with vertex a point V projecting
a non-degenerate Hermitian curve. We distinguish two cases.
(i) V is not onH. In this case let  be the polar plane to V with respect to the polarity ofH and let C=∩H and
C′ =  ∩ . If C= C′, then  ∩H is the non-degenerate Hermitian curve C (see (3.a)). If C = C′, then C ∩ C′
is one of the Kestenband’s conﬁgurations and hence  ∩H is one of the conﬁgurations described in (3.b), (3.c),
(3.d), (3.e), (3.f), (3.g).
(ii) V is on H. In this case let  be the polar plane to V with respect to the polarity of H. Since V is on H, it
follows thatP=∩H is a Baer subpencil of lines. The set ∩ can be either a Baer subpencil of lines or a line.
First, assume that  ∩  is a Baer subpencil of lines, say P′. If P=P′, then B is the union of the q + 1 lines of
P with q3 − q Baer sublines through V contained in q3 − q lines through V (see (3.h)). If P ∩P′ is the union of
two lines, thenB is the union of the two lines ofP∩P′ with q3 − q Baer sublines through V contained in q3 − q
lines through V (see (3.i)). IfP∩P′ is one line, thenB is the union of the lineP∩P′ with q3 − q Baer sublines
through V contained in q3 − q lines through V (see (3.l)). IfP andP′ have no common line, thenB is the union of
with q3 − q Baer sublines through V contained in q3 − q lines through V (see (3.m)). Second, assume that  ∩ 
is a line , then we distinguish two cases. If  is contained in P, then B is the union of  with q3 Baer sublines
through V contained in q3 lines through V (see (3.n)). If  is not contained in P, then B is the union of q3 Baer
sublines through V contained in q3 lines through V (see (3.o)).
The following result is proved.
Theorem 3.1. Let H and H′ be two distinct non-degenerate Hermitian surfaces of PG(3, q2) and let F be the
Hermitian pencil containing H and H′. If F contains at least one degenerate Hermitian surface, then one of the
following cases occurs.
(1) If r(F) = 1, then one of the following cases occurs.
(1.a) |B| = q3 + q2 + 1 and B is a Baer subpencil of lines.
(1.b) |B| = q3 + 1 and B is a non-degenerate Hermitian curve.
(2) If r(F) = 2, then one of the following cases occurs.
(2.a) |B| = q4 + q3 + q2 + 1 andB is the union of a Baer subpencil of lines with vertex P and q non-degenerate
Hermitian curves through the point P.
(2.b) |B| = q4 + q3 + 1 and B is the union q + 1 non-degenerate Hermitian curves through a common point P.
(2.c) |B| = q4 + 2q3 + 1 and B is the union of q + 1 Baer subpencil of lines with a common Baer subline. The
vertices of these pencils form a Baer subline.
(2.d) |B|=q4 +q3 +q2 +1 andB is the union of q −1 non-degenerate Hermitian curves and two Baer subpencil
of lines all of them with a common Baer subline.
(2.e) |B| = q4 + q3 + 1 andB is the union of q non-degenerate Hermitian curves and one Baer subpencil of lines
all of them with a common Baer subline.
(2.f) |B| = q4 + q3 − q2 + 1 andB is the union of q + 1 non-degenerate Hermitian curves with a common Baer
subline.
(2.g) |B| = q4 + q3 + q2 + 1 andB is the union of q + 1 Baer subpencil of lines all containing a common line 
and whose vertices form a Baer subline of .
(3) If r(F) = 3, then one of the following cases occurs.
(3.a) |B| = q3 + 1 and B is a non-degenerate Hermitian curve.
(3.b) |B|=q4+q3+1 andB is the union of a point with q3 Baer sublines contained in q3 lines through a common
point V on no Baer subline.
(3.c) |B| = q4 + q3 − q2 + 1 and B is the union of q3 − q Baer sublines contained in q3 − q lines through a
common point V on no Baer subline and a Baer subline contained in a line not through V.
(3.d) |B| = q4 + q2 + 1 andB is the union of q3 − q2 + q Baer sublines contained in q3 − q2 + q lines through
a common point V on no Baer subline and q2 − q + 1 points forming an arc on a plane not containing V.
(3.e) |B| = q4 + 1 and B is the union of q3 − q2 Baer sublines contained in q3 − q2 lines through a common
point V on no Baer subline and q2 + 1 points forming a CF -set on a plane not containing V.
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(3.f) |B| = q4 − q2 + 1 andB is the union of q3 − q2 − q Baer sublines contained in q3 − q2 − q lines through a
common point V on no Baer subline and q2 + q + 1 points forming either a K-set or a -set on a plane not
containing V.
(3.g) |B|=q4 −2q2 +1 andB is the union of q3 −q2 −2q Baer sublines contained in q3 −q2 −2q lines through
a common point V on no Baer subline and q2 + 2q + 1 points forming an H-set on a plane not containing V.
(3.h) |B|=q4 +q3 +1 andB is the union of q3 −q Baer sublines through a common point V contained in q3 −q
lines and a Baer subpencil with vertex V.
(3.i) |B|=q4 +q2 +1 andB is the union of q3 −q Baer sublines through a common point V contained in q3 −q
lines and two lines through V.
(3.l) |B| = q4 + 1 and B is the union of q3 − q Baer sublines through a common point V contained in q3 − q
lines and a line through V.
(3.m) |B|=q4 −q2 +1 andB is the union of q3 −q Baer sublines through a common point V contained in q3 −q
lines.
(3.n) |B| = q4 + q2 + 1 and B is the union of q3 Baer sublines through a common point V contained in q3 lines
and a line through V.
(3.o) |B| = q4 + 1 and B is the union of q3 Baer sublines through a common point V contained in q3 lines.
Finally, we investigate the case when the Hermitian pencilF contains only non-degenerate Hermitian surfaces.
Let  and m be two skew lines of the projective space PG(3, q2) and letP andPm be the pencils of planes with axes
 and m, respectively. Let be an F -collineation betweenP andPm, the set of points of intersection of corresponding
planes under is called a hyperbolicQF -set. In [9] it is proved that every hyperbolicQF -set of PG(3, q2) is projectively
equivalent to the algebraic surface with equation
x1x
q
4 − x2xq3 = 0.
The lines  and m are called the axes of the hyperbolic QF -set. Every hyperbolic QF -set has (q2 + 1)2 points and it
is the union of q2 + 1 pairwise skew lines each of them being a transversal of  and m. Those lines, together with 
and m, are all the lines contained in a hyperbolic QF -set. From now on we may assume that all the Hermitian surfaces
in the Hermitian pencil are non-degenerate. In this case it follows easily that |B| = (q2 + 1)2. We will now recall
some known results on the structure of the set B. In [18] Segre gives the following deﬁnition. LetH andH′ be two
Hermitian surfaces of PG(3, q2) and let u and u′ be the associated polarities.
H andH′ are permutable Hermitian surfaces if and only if uu′ = u′u. In [18] the following is proved.
Theorem. If q is odd andH,H′ are permutable Hermitian surfaces of PG(3, q2), then uu′ is a projectivity with two
skew lines ,m of ﬁxed points (Biaxial harmonic involutorial collineation).
Under the hypothesis of previous theorem, the lines  and m are called fundamental lines ofH andH′. A set of k
mutually skew lines contained in a Hermitian surfaceH is called a k-span. A k-span ofH is calledH-complete if it
is not contained in a (k + 1)-span ofH. In [10] the following has been proved.
Proposition 3.2. The q2 + 1 lines meeting two skew lines ofH form anH-complete span.
In [2] the following is proved.
Theorem 3.3. If q is odd,H,H′ are permutable Hermitian surfaces of PG(3, q2) and the fundamental lines ,m are
contained inH ∩H′, thenH ∩H′ is a ruled determinantal variety and it is a completeH-span.
In [9] the following is proved.
Theorem 3.4. LetH andH′ be two distinct Hermitian surfaces of PG(3, q2), with associated polarities u and u′ and
let  and m be two skew lines contained inH ∩H′. ThenH ∩H′ is a hyperbolic QF -set with axes  and m if and
only if u and u′ agree on the points of  ∪ m.
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From the last theorem, Theorem 3.3 follows. We will now investigate the structure of B under weaker hypotheses.
We will ﬁrst study the case when B contains a line  and u and u′ agree on the points of ell.
Lemma 3.5. IfB contains a line , then every plane  through  intersectsB in one of the following conﬁgurations:
• the line ;
• a pair of distinct lines;
• a Baer subpencil;
• a degenerate CF -set.
Proof. Let  be a plane through . Then there exist two points P and P ′ on  such that  is both the tangent plane at P
toH and at P ′ toH′. If P = P ′, then the two Baer subpencils  ∩H and  ∩H′ intersect either in  or in a pair of
distinct lines or they coincide. If P = P ′, then the lines of the two Baer subpencils  ∩H and  ∩H′ intersect in a
degenerate CF -set (see Proposition 2.3 in [8]). 
Proposition 3.6. If B contains two skew lines  and m and u, u′ agree on the points of . Then B is a hyperbolic
QF -set.
Proof. Since u and u′ agree on the points of , it follows that u and u′ also agree on the planes through . Consider the
following F -collineations:
 :  ∈ P −→ b ∨ u() ∈ Pm,
′ :  ∈ P −→ b ∨ u′() ∈ Pm.
Since u and u′ agree on the planes through , we have that =′ and hence they deﬁne the same QF -set, say Q. From
Proposition 3.1 in [9] it follows that Q is contained in B and since |Q| = |B|, we have that B= Q. 
Proposition 3.7. IfB contains a line  and a point P not on  and u, u′ agree on the points of  and on P. ThenB is a
hyperbolic QF -set.
Proof. Let  be the tangent plane at P to bothH andH′. The plane  intersects the line  in a point P ′ and the line
′ =PP ′ is contained inB. From Lemma 3.5 every plane through ′ intersectsB either just in ′ or in a pair of lines or
in a Baer subpencil or in a degenerate CF -set. The tangent plane at P ′ to bothH andH′, say ′, contains the line ′.
If there exists another line m in ′ ∩B, then m is skew with  and the result follows from previous proposition. Assume
that ′ ∩ B = ′. Since |B| = (q2 + 1)2, it follows that there is at least a plane through ′ intersecting B in a Baer
subpencil with vertex a point P ′′ on ′. If P ′′ = P ′, then there is a line m skew with  and contained inB and again the
assertion follows from previous proposition. Next suppose that P ′′ = P ′. In this case since  ∩B is a Baer subpencil
and since |B| = (q2 + 1)2, it follows that there are at least q planes through ′ intersecting B just in ′. This gives q
points, different from P ′, on the line ′ on each of them u and u′ agree. It follows that u and u′ agree on all the points of
the line ′. This implies that none of the planes through ′ intersectsB in a degenerate CF -set. Since |B| = (q2 + 1)2,
it follows that there is at least a line intersecting ′, contained inB and skew with . Again previous proposition gives
the assertion. 
Proposition 3.8. If B contains a line  such that u and u′ agree on the points of . Then B is the union of q2 + 1
pairwise skew lines, each of them intersecting .
Proof. We ﬁrst show that B cannot contain Baer subpencils. Indeed let  be a plane through  intersecting B in a
Baer subpencil P. Let ′ be a line of P, different from . Since through ′ there is a plane  intersecting B in a Baer
subpencil, it follows that there is at least a plane ′ through ′ intersecting B just in ′. This implies that ′ is the
tangent plane at a point P ′ on ′ to bothH andH′. Hence u(P ′) = u′(P ′) and the previous proposition gives that B
is a hyperbolic QF -set, that is a contradiction since hyperbolic QF -sets do not contain Baer subpencils. Since B does
not contain Baer subpencils, it follows that B is the union of q2 + 1 pairwise skew lines intersecting . 
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